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About This Content

You're thirsty. So thirsty. Why did you come here? So thirsty... You open a potion bottle to drink it, but it evaporates before
your eyes. You must press on, despite the flames. You tread carefully, but somehow your clothes are burning. The terrible

Hellhound awaits, eager to consume your very heroism with its fiery maw. Best of luck, adventurer...

This DLC includes the Cinder Plains dungeon card for One Deck Dungeon.
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Once I figured it out, I don't seem to be having much fun. Flying is irrating, and my curiosity doesn't seem to stimulated when
exploring these dark ships.. This game BLOWS!. This had a game breaking graphical crash about 30 minutes into playing, it was
totally unplayable in this state and it never self corrected(even the title\/menu screen was messed up). I've racked up over one
hundred hours on the Xbox 360 version of this and it never crashed in any way ever.

The nature of this game and it's design mean any significant instability is thoroughly ruinous, the score multiplier system and
belt progression rely heavily on not dying at all. Perfect play really is key in this game, as such even if the crash was not
permanent(until a shutdown and restart) it would still be game breaking...

This was and always will be one of my favourite twin stick games of all time but not in this unstable state... I'm absolutely
gutted! Refund request pending....

My System(for ref) : Win 7 64 Home Premium, i7-4790k 4GHz, MSI NVidia GTX970, 16GB RAM. In 30 minutes time,
Fluttabyes pooped out 25 achievements with only a miniscule amount of player effort. For a color matching game, this is about
as simple as they come. but the music just makes you feel happy so it's hard to knock it.. The adventures of AFGNCAAP!

PROS: As far as point & click adventures go, the visuals are wonderful. Most pop out to help display a picture of the areas that
you're in. The music does a decent job conveying the mood. The standouts are the voice actors & the FMV's. Erick Avari &
Michael McKean deserve special mention for their charismatic, humorous, and charming rolls at Mir Yannick and Dalboz of
Gurth, respectively, selling their roles as the villain & the hero's...assistant, I suppose. The humor is also on point, especially for
those who are fans of Monty Python styled human mingled in with classic Zork moments.

CONS: As with many games from this era, bringing it up on modern equipment can be lacking. There are little to no option
adjustment options, & the visuals have a fair bit of artifacting around them. The major problem would be a bit of a divide
between it's puzzles, as the game is a fair bit easier than many point & click adventure games of it's time, but still has the
occasional odd puzzle that can throw one off, unless they've been checking everything they can. For me, it falls on the easy side
of things. Added onto the fact that, like many games in this genre, it's a one & done experience. A single play through can show
you everything in the game, leaving no real reason to go back to it.

FINAL: Zork Grand Inquisitor is a wonderful finale for the Zork series, going back to more light-hearted roots after the
surprisingly dark Zork Nemesis. With simple gameplay, solid humor, & a well acted strip, ZGI is easily a game that any fan of
point & click adventures should play at least once.
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these weapons to be honest are even more powerful than the rare weapons you can get in games.. I love the game so far! It's very
atmospheric and you really get into the game quickly and just want to know more! To me it seems to feel a bit like a mix of
Amnesia and Life is Strange. I'm really looking forward to continue playing this game and unraveling all it's mysteries and
puzzles! Great job team!. Was very crashy, I tried but was just to unstable for me.. Avalon Legends 1 is standard but fine. If
you've beaten the better ones (Faerie and Regency solitaire), pick it up on sale bundled with its sequels.

Like many games in its genre, earning gold enables you to unlock various abilities (extra undos, some cards face up, and so on).
There are no attack powers (such as spells for eliminating cards), apart from occasionally found wildcards. In order to progress,
you have to achieve certain goals in each ten-hand world. If you fail to meet each world's goals, you must repeat the whole world
from scratch. You cannot simply replay a particular hand. That obviously frustrates some people, but I've only had to repeat a
couple of worlds.

If for some reason you haven't played the better solitaire games available on Steam, try out this bundle: 
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/bundle\/2070\/Solitaire_Collection\/.. Omegaland is a coin-collecting platformer reminicent
of early 90's cd-rom games. The story is standard save the princess fare with a nice twist mid-way through the game. Level
design is a mixed bag, ranging from downright awful to ingenius. Some require specific character upgrades to complete, while
some are quite trivial. Overall, I had a fun time with it.

+ Story twist is neat and rather well done.
+ There are multiple ways through multiple levels.
+ Does not take itself too seriously.
+ Music and sound design is great.

- No controller support. Keyboard control scheme that is absolutely brutal for left handers. I had to use my right hand for
WASD and crossed my left hand over my right to hit ENTER for jump.
- Some levels require specific upgrades to beat, which for story reasons you might not even know is available to you.
- Considering how powerful you are by endgame, the final level is a bit underwhelming.. A really quite amusing game. A few
typos here and there, and the auto-play feature doesn't seem to work for me, but otherwise it's pretty awesome. I kinda wish
there were more choices, but I can wait until the full cast is included before breaking down the creators' doors... lol

$25 is a bit steep for a visual novel, though...

Anywho, it's been enjoyable playing this and while $25 is a bit steep, I'd say it's worth it, if you're interested enough to play all
the characters. If you're the sort who'll only play one character and then drop the game, you might want to wait until it's 80%
off, but that's lame. Especially since most of the characters aren't a rehash of other characters from a slightly different
perspective. Each one has his or her own motivations, etc.

So yeah, great game. Worth the price if you play through multiple characters' stories. Has some choices for each path, but more
would be better. Dunno how that'd be implemented without rewriting some of the story, though... /shrug. While it's not bad - I
do not think it's worth the ammount it costs, and I also think there are games in the same category that are better.. TRUST ME
YOU DON'T WANT IT IT'S PORRLY WRITTEN AND VERY PORRLY EXPLAINED AND YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT
TO DO FOR THE FIRST BIT OF THE GAME!!!. To be completely honest, Inescapable isn't worth the money it's being sold
for. It's great as an experiment or a demo but I'd steer clear if you were expecting anything deep or innovative.

It's not a bad game. Some bad design decisions and uninspired story but entirely playable and finishable in ~2 hours. I'd
recommend Axiom Verge. It's a Metroidvania with TONS of more depth, replayability, challenge and fun. If you've all but
exhausted all the games that have this style of gameplay (are you for real?!) I'd say you can buy this on the super cheap but...
you're honestly better off watching a playthrough.

Easily skippable, but not a bad game.. What a fantastic game; this has been a real treat!
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